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Website for the 17th European Chemoreception Research Organization Congress (Granada,
Spain).

http://www.ecro2006.com

After building websites for other events using HTML, my own PHP scripts and Flash, i have to
say there's no better solution than XOOPS for this.

The big fat part of the cake is the submissions system, that is my own hacked version of News
1.4. The participants send their presentations to the scientific committee using an online form
and then they rate the proposals. The scientific committee can't publish articles, they can only
rate them. Then, when the evaluation process is finished, I'll publish the high-rated articles and
delete the low rated ones, and this will be the scientific programme.

It also uses a cloned version of WF-channel for "about Granada" section. Thanks WF-project
and Xoops Brasil for that.

The website uses Xoops 2.2.3 with some modifications in the mailing system.
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